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1 The authors thank Dr. Cate O’Neill for her comments on an earlier draft of this article, and two anonymous reviewers whose comments greatly helped us refine the article.
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RÉSUMÉ  Pour entreprendre un travail de mémoire libérateur, s’engager réellement auprès des communautés et des individus, et placer les gens au centre de leur travail plutôt que leurs documents, les archives doivent être conscientes des traumatisms et de leurs effets. Cet article amène le concept d’une approche tenant compte des traumatisms pour les archives et les autres organismes de mémoire. L’approche tenant compte des traumatisms est une approche fondée sur les forces pour les organismes qui reconnaissent le caractère envahissant des traumatisms ainsi que le risque et le potentiel pour les gens d’être traumatisés à la suite de leur implication auprès des archives et qui cherchent à minimiser les déclencheurs et les interactions négatives. Elle fournit un cadre sécuritaire et offre un modèle de collaboration et d’émancipation qui reconnaît et met de l’avant l’expertise des individus et des communautés documentées dans les archives. L’approche tenant compte des traumatisms fournit également une façon pour les archivistes de mettre en pratique de nombreuses idées mises de l’avant dans la littérature, notamment le travail de mémoire libérateur, l’empathie radicale, et la co-création participative. Cet article propose plusieurs secteurs où une approche tenant compte des traumatisms pourrait être utile dans les archives et pourrait mener à des pratiques archivistiques tenant compte des traumatisms, lesquelles entraînent des améliorations pour tous: les utilisateurs, les employés et les organisations de mémoire de manière générale. La mise en œuvre d’une pratique archivistique tenant compte des traumatisms est pluridimensionnelle. Elle requiert une révision complète des pratiques, théories et processus archivistiques et une considération des besoins particuliers à chacune des institutions de mémoire et aux individus qui interagissent avec elles. Chaque organisation devrait mettre en œuvre une pratique tenant compte des traumatisms de la façon qui lui convient pour atteindre ses propres objectifs. Ces objectifs peuvent être, entre autres, de reconnaître et admettre des torts passés, de garantir la sécurité pour les utilisateurs et les employés des archives, de redonner le pouvoir aux communautés documentées dans les archives, et d’utiliser les archives pour la justice et la guérison.
Trauma exists everywhere. It is embedded within archives, the archival profession, and archival practices. Trauma-informed archival practice provides a framework for responding to the trauma within archives and enacting change.

For archival organizations to provide the best service for their users, and safe environments for their staff, they must be aware of trauma and its effects. Archives have long been aware of the potentially traumatizing records within their collections, but only recently have the effects of access and processing on staff and users become apparent. Now, while discussions of trauma are so prevalent in society, is a pivotal and necessary moment for archives to recognize and respond to the trauma in archives. The traumas many people are currently experiencing are in addition to other traumas, many of which result from living in and under a settler-colonial, capitalist, patriarchal state.

We (the authors) want to acknowledge that even having the space to write an article about trauma and trauma-informed practice at this current time\(^2\) speaks to our own privilege and to the benefits we receive from this colonial, capitalist society as white, middle class, tertiary-educated women with full-time (albeit contracted) work.\(^3\) We want to acknowledge that not everyone will, can, or should have the capacity to respond and to enact this practice.

Archives both create and document trauma. Records can provide evidence of human rights abuses, discriminatory and damaging government policies, and the surveillance and control of citizens, among other issues. People accessing these records, and those processing and providing access to them, may be affected by their contents – particularly if the records document themselves, their families, or their communities. People may also be traumatized by the ways organizations or individuals provide access to these records; the ways the records have been arranged and described; and the information withheld from the records through redaction or other processes related to third-party privacy.

---

\(^2\) This article was written in 2020, which saw a global pandemic, devastating natural disasters including bushfires across Australia and the United States, Black Lives Matter demonstrations across the world following the death of George Floyd (and many others) at the hands of police, and the surfacing of trauma on a global scale.

\(^3\) We are both white settlers with European heritage, living and working on the unceded and stolen lands of the Boon Wurrung and Wurundjeri people of the Kulin Nations, in what is now known as Victoria, Australia. We work on the Find and Connect web resource (www.findandconnect.gov.au), which provides information about the history of out-of-home “care” in Australia, and it is through working with people who grew up in out-of-home “care,” and the support services in this area, that we learned about trauma-informed practice.
As Gould and Harris discuss, key to undertaking liberatory memory work is understanding the combined roles of trauma, accountability, and healing to work toward justice.\(^4\) If archival work is not liberatory, it may become “oppressive or irrelevant,”\(^5\) uphold dominant power structures, and lead to further marginalization and disenfranchisement. Having a greater understanding of the effects of trauma and of how to prevent or address retraumatization and working with people to lead to their empowerment are key tenets of trauma-informed practice. Memory organizations can use trauma-informed practice to do liberatory memory work, engaging with past wrongs, and working with affected communities to move toward healing.

Trauma-informed practice is a strengths-based approach (as opposed to a deficit discourse\(^6\)) that recognizes that trauma has life-long and serious effects, which may be at the centre of difficult interactions people have with organizations or services. Trauma-informed practice seeks to reduce the likelihood of stressful interactions and retraumatization by implementing a framework that is appropriate to the needs of trauma survivors. The principles of trauma-informed practice – safety, trust and transparency, choice, collaboration, and empowerment – can be used to improve services and processes across organizations, regardless of what work these organizations do. While trauma-informed practice started in mental health and related fields, it is now recognized as a useful framework across a variety of professions and situations.\(^7\)

This article proposes a model of trauma-informed practice for archives and other memory institutions. This practice enables organizations to be more aware of the needs of all staff, volunteers, donors, and users of their collections,\(^8\)

---


\(^8\) In this article, we have used the term users to refer to all those who engage with archives as external clients,
ensuring that everyone connected to the archives remains as safe as possible and providing techniques and options for responding if people do not feel safe. We suggest that it can be used to implement the ideas and concepts around liberatory memory work, archival justice, and people-centred archives and to change how the archival profession thinks – not only about archives but also about the archival work being done.

Trauma-informed archival practice provides a framework for assessing and critically examining the ways the archival profession may be failing to meet the needs of users or staff, and it offers practical actions to take to provide a better service for everyone. This in turn means that archives and other memory organizations can work toward the aims of liberation, justice, and healing, which are essential to all.

**What Is Trauma?**

Trauma is an emotional response to a deeply distressing event or series of events; it may lead people to feel helpless and overwhelmed, diminish or alter their sense of self, and reduce their ability to respond to challenges or other issues they encounter. Particularly if the trauma is experienced in childhood, whether they identify as researchers, students, donors, or others. Likewise, we have used the word staff to refer to all who work within archival organizations, including staff, volunteers, and students.

9 This article focuses on concepts of trauma and trauma-informed practice to frame our discussion. We are using these words and concepts as they are commonly used, so readers can identify what is being covered and the terms to use if they want to look for further resources. However, it is important to acknowledge that framing issues in terms of trauma is not what some people want. Identifying someone as traumatized may have negative connotations and may result in people being pathologized and in medical, rather than social, frameworks being used. For a discussion of social and medical models of trauma, see Ann Cvetkovich, *An Archive of Feelings: Trauma, Sexuality, and Lesbian Public Cultures*, Series Q (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2003), 44–48.

Others have objected to the use of trauma-informed because they feel it is too general and may mean that the people they are interacting with still do not have a good understanding of their unique experiences. There are specific histories and traumas relating to the communities documented in records held by different archives, and it is important that those working with the records and the communities understand these histories. Using terms like trauma and trauma-informed may not be the best way to describe these issues within an archival setting, and it may not adequately address the needs of the communities documented in the records. We hope that there will be more discussion about what these ideas mean within the archival profession and that more specific and useful language will be developed in time.


Trauma may be experienced by individuals and by communities. If they are not provided with opportunities to heal from their trauma, individuals or communities may also pass it on to others around them, leading to intergenerational trauma.\footnote{The Healing Foundation, “Intergenerational Trauma,” Healing Foundation (blog), 2018, https://healingfoundation.org.au/intergenerational-trauma/; Rob Gordon, “Thirty Years of Trauma Work: Clarifying and Broadening the Consequences of Trauma,” Psychotherapy in Australia 13, no. 3 (2007): 17; Bateman, Henderson, and Kezelman, “Trauma-Informed Care and Practice,” 16.}

Situations that may result in trauma are extremely varied, as are people’s reactions to these. Events do not need to threaten life or safety, or result in physical harm, to cause ongoing and serious traumatic effects. The trauma someone experiences after being directly involved in a traumatic event is “defined by the sensory impressions the person receives at the time of the traumatic experience.”\footnote{Gordon, “Thirty Years of Trauma Work,” 15.} These people may later experience flashbacks or triggered responses, which cause them to relive the traumatic event(s) and which may make it difficult for them to heal.

In contrast, vicarious or secondary trauma\footnote{While the terms vicarious trauma and secondary trauma stress were coined at different times, they are now used mostly interchangeably. In this article, we will use the term vicarious trauma to refer to this type of indirect trauma, which archives workers may experience. See for example Tend Academy, “Defining Vicarious Trauma and Secondary Traumatic Stress,” Tend, 2020, https://www.tendacademy.ca/resources/defining-vicarious-trauma-and-secondary-traumatic-stress/.} is the trauma experienced by those who, while they are not present at a traumatic event, are exposed to traumatic material or otherwise exposed by working with survivors of trauma. As Gordon notes, “the traumatic content takes the form of the information provided and its meaning.”\footnote{Gordon, “Thirty Years of Trauma Work,” 15. Note that Gordon discusses informational trauma, which, in this context, is the same as vicarious trauma.}

A key risk factor for vicarious trauma is the cumulative effect of exposure: the more someone is exposed, the more vulnerable they become.\footnote{Michelle Noon in Australian Society of Archivists, “A Trauma-Informed Approach to Managing Archives: Online Course,” Australian Society of Archivists, 2020, https://www.archivists.org.au/events/event/a-trauma-informed-approach-to-managing-archives.}
of vicarious trauma may also be amplified for people who do not have support or a way to manage their symptoms. Vicarious trauma in the workplace is common among first responders and those working in mental health or allied fields; however, it is now recognized that vicarious trauma can be experienced by anyone – including archivists and other memory workers.\(^{17}\)

Regardless of how the trauma is caused, people may experience symptoms – emotional, physical, or psychological – as a result.\(^{18}\) How and when people may experience symptoms of trauma varies substantially from person to person. People may also develop “extreme coping strategies” to deal with their symptoms of trauma.\(^{19}\) It is now understood that trauma is pervasive and widespread; as much as 90 percent of the population is estimated to have experienced at least one traumatic event in their lives.\(^{20}\)

---


Trauma-Informed Archives Are People-Centred Archives

Ideas of centring people and relationships (rather than records) and recognizing all powers and positionalities involved in archives are not new. We suggest that trauma-informed archives can also centre the needs of the individuals and communities most affected by the records.

There has long been acknowledgement and discussion in the literature about the need to shift the focus in archives away from records and custodians and toward the people documented in the records. The recognition of archives’ power and their potential for trauma – and the need to shift that power to those whose lived experiences are recorded in, or excluded from, the records – has been a key element of these discussions. This can be seen across the archival literature, in a variety of contexts.

The idea of archives as sites of power – power that is continually “negotiated, contested, confirmed”21 – has been a mainstay of the literature for some time. Much has also been written about the need for archives and archivists to give up some of their power and work in a more open and collaborative way.22 The principles of trauma-informed practice resonate strongly in these discussions.

Those working with community archives have long recognized that key archival concepts (such as provenance) must be re-examined to centre the subjects of the records, not just the creators or custodians of the records.23

Additionally, participatory and co-design approaches to records frameworks and systems are now being explored.24

We must also acknowledge, and hold up as exemplars, the long-standing advocacy and work around Indigenous access to records and archives. This work has highlighted and discussed the need for Indigenous communities to be at the centre of decisions around who can appropriately hold and provide access to records. Additionally, it has been recognized how Indigenous knowledges and reinterpretations of records held in institutions can lead to community empowerment and healing; as well as the need for archival organizations to genuinely and collaboratively engage with the Indigenous communities recorded in their collections.25 Important work has also been done in relation to Indigenous agency and self-determination and in recognizing Indigenous knowledges and rights to the records held by institutions.26


The introduction of affect theory to archives has been accompanied by a move to recognize the emotional and personal aspects of archival work and their effects on our decisions and ability to achieve a more just archival practice. At the same time, Caswell and Cifor, in discussing radical empathy and feminist ethics of care in archives, have highlighted the need to centre affective care “about and for and with subjects.” Others have expanded upon these concepts by applying and extending them in different scenarios.

Empowering people and communities is at the heart of liberatory memory work, which “is premised on the need to work with the past, to insist on accountability, to acknowledge and address pain and trauma, and to reveal hidden dimensions of human rights violations.”


Gould and Harris, "Memory for Justice."
“supports resilience, healing, and justice.”31 It also acknowledges the emotional aspects of the work and the risk of vicarious trauma for archivists and other memory workers.32

The literature is clear about the need to centre people and relationships – for archivists and archival organizations to give up their power and to collaborate with communities. However, it appears that many archives’ day-to-day practices need to adapt in order to meet these ideals. While there are great initiatives and examples of collaborative work, co-design, and true partnerships, these often occur only on specific projects or with particular types of records, rather than as part of a wholesale shift across the way archives work, engage with communities, or provide access.33 This must change.

For archives workers, there have also been important discussions about the demographics of the archival profession. People outside dominant groups – including disabled, LGBTIQA+, Indigenous, First Nations, and Black people, and people of colour – have spoken out about feeling unsafe and/or unsupported when working in archives.34 They have shared the significant levels of emotional


32 Gould and Harris, “Memory for Justice.”


labour they have had to expend and the challenges they have experienced. This has led some to form their own safe spaces of support at conferences, events, and online, and some have left the profession. This is a significant and critical issue that the sector must come to terms with if it is serious about overcoming past wrongs and undertaking liberatory memory work.

Much has been written about how and why organizations acquire new materials, again with an emphasis on centring the people to whom the materials relate. Institutions’ collecting can be driven by many factors, including the need to demonstrate their relevance or to appeal to funders, rather than because the materials are a good fit for the organization.

Concerns about motivations for collecting were raised in 2020, when many memory institutions issued call-outs asking people to send them material so they could build “COVID collections.” This is problematic, as Tansey discusses, asking why so many libraries and archives feel compelled to “go out and document every traumatic event that comes along.” Collection call-outs of this nature commonly result in collections that do not represent the totality of people’s experiences (insofar as any collection can represent a full experience). Additionally, it is unclear what rights (if any) the people who contribute to these collections have to the material.


39 Eira Tansey, “No One Owes Their Trauma to Archivists, or, the Commodification of Contemporaneous Collecting,” Eira Tansey (blog), June 5, 2020, http://eiratansey.com/2020/06/05/no-one-owes-their-trauma-to-archivists-or-the-commodification-of-contemporaneous-collecting/; Cvetkovich also notes that “trauma histories are frequently taken up as national urgencies.” An Archive of Feelings, 36.

Institutions’ decisions about what they do and do not collect go far beyond merely choosing not to collect the records of particular societal moments and, again, point to memory institutions’ continuing role in upholding colonialism, patriarchy, and whiteness through their collecting practices.  

It is also important for collecting organizations to be ethical in terms of what and how they collect and to ensure that the collecting practice itself does not lead to greater harm for the people involved. As Collier et al. highlight, “ethical memory work” must centre and protect the people at the core of the issue being documented. This again points to the need for frameworks; relationships; and a deep consideration of trauma, ethics, and cultural requirements on the part of collecting organizations.

Caswell also reminds us not to forget the positionality of the archivist in this process – in terms of both the skills and lived experiences individual archivists can bring to the acquisition process and also the perspectives they bring in determining what should be acquired.

Utilizing a framework of trauma-informed practice will not suddenly resolve the systematic inequalities, unethical practices, and injustices within the archives profession. However, it will mean acknowledging wrongs perpetrated on people from marginalized groups, working to ensure a safe and supportive environment for all workers, and recognizing and utilizing staff positionalities and strengths.


What Is Trauma-Informed Practice?

Trauma-informed practice is a strengths-based approach that recognizes the effects of trauma on the ways people may interact with organizations or services and is designed to minimize the likelihood of retraumatization. It was first articulated by Harris and Fallot, who worked within mental-health service delivery and became interested in using trauma theory in designing and evaluating service systems as well as in one-on-one interventions with clients.46

Harris and Fallot note that there is a difference between clients receiving treatment for trauma (through therapeutic or other approaches) in a “trauma-specific” service, and an organization becoming “trauma-informed.”47 One of the benefits of trauma-informed practice is that it can be implemented in any organization, regardless of the organization’s primary function. Trauma-informed practice is also not designed to replace any therapeutic approaches with trauma survivors.

Trauma-informed practice does not change what the mission or functions of an organization are. Instead, it changes how those functions may be provided, reducing the likelihood of stressful interactions and the effects of any previous trauma on people. Trauma-informed practice acknowledges that every interaction someone has – no matter how small – may be positive or negative. Positive interactions of all kinds can help us heal. Negative interactions may take healing further out of our reach and worsen existing emotional and psychological problems.48

A trauma-informed approach recognizes the diverse needs of individuals and communities who have experienced trauma and understands the environments, behaviours, and inputs that may be triggering for them. Trauma-informed practice provides a framework to make a service or organization safe and empowering for both users and staff – a space that supports people on their paths toward healing.


Importantly for archives, trauma-informed practice moves away from a view of organizations and professionals as the sole “experts” and instead recognizes the expertise, knowledge, and power that each person brings and provides a safe environment for staff and archives users alike.

**Principles of Trauma-Informed Practice**

Trauma-informed practice is based on five principles first articulated by Harris and Fallot and later expanded, discussed, and codified in different settings. While some discussions of trauma-informed practice describe them slightly differently or articulate additional areas, the five principles of safety, trust and transparency, choice, collaboration, and empowerment form the foundation of trauma-informed practice.49

The first and most important principle is **safety**. Trauma-informed practice places an emphasis on and works toward building safety for all – staff, users, donors, and volunteers.50 This is because, if someone is not safe, the other principles do not matter and cannot be enacted. A key aspect of safety is reducing, as far as possible, the chances that someone will be retraumatized while interacting with an organization or service. While physical safety is perhaps the first thing people think of, the principle of safety also includes emotional and cultural safety. Cultural safety is about creating “an environment which is safe for people; where there is no assault, challenge or denial of their identity, of who they are and what they need. It is about shared respect, shared meaning, shared knowledge and experience, of learning together with dignity, and truly listening.”51 Therefore, training all staff in cultural competencies and safety is also vital.

In ensuring that everyone is safe, it is important to recognize what elements of an organization’s practice may cause people to feel unsafe. These may relate to its physical location, building, or environment (for example, survivors of

---

49 See, for example, Harris and Fallot, “Envisioning a Trauma-Informed Service System”; Fallot and Harris, “Creating Cultures of Trauma-Informed Care (CCTIC)”; Blue Knot Foundation, “Trauma-Informed Care and Practice”; Hopper, Bassuk, and Olivet, “Shelter from the Storm.”

50 Hopper, Bassuk, and Olivet, “Shelter from the Storm,” 132.

institutions may not feel safe in buildings where they spent time in “care” as children). But it may also relate to the context of the organization (for example, if it is government run or associated with a particular religious organization), its processes or ways of interacting with potential users or donors, or the ways it describes its materials or services. Additionally, service relationships and power dynamics within organizations may unwittingly reproduce abuse dynamics and lead to further harm.52

At its core, the principle of trust and transparency is focused on the trustworthiness of people and organizations’ actions; it means they do what they say they will do and are open about the processes and steps needed to achieve an outcome. Trustworthy people and organizations are clear about the boundaries and scope of what is possible and do not overpromise in attempts to avoid disappointing or upsetting requestors. Trust may take a long time to develop, and acting in a consistent and transparent manner goes a long way in building that trust.

The principle of choice means that, wherever possible, services are tailored so they are driven by people’s preferences and expertise about what is most appropriate for them, even if some of the options are less convenient to the organization. In line with the principle of trust and transparency, it also requires being open when a person’s choices cannot be accommodated and a process must be done in a specific way.

Part of providing choice is also considering consent – communicating clearly about what users are consenting to, ensuring they are able to provide free and informed consent,53 and understanding that consent can change over time.54 Issues of consent are particularly important where the people involved have already been the subjects of non-consensual surveillance and recordkeeping and may naturally have questions about new records that may now be created about


them: how are they to be kept, who will have access, and will they be shared?55

Lee and Toliver highlight the usefulness of thinking of “consentful” rather than “consensual” practices, to reflect the holistic nature of the ongoing consent process, rather than a one-off interaction.56 Their work on consentful technology highlights the imperative to consider issues of consent in the digital space and the need to make consent an ongoing engagement.

Implementing the principle of collaboration may represent a significant shift in practice for some organizations. The principle of collaboration means that, rather than working for someone, the staff member instead works with someone. This supports a fundamental tenet of trauma-informed practice: to recognize that the people being assisted are equal partners in the process.

Harris and Fallot discuss the generic nature of professional expertise: professionals have expertise that generally applies to all who use a service. In contrast, the person approaching an organization has very specific expertise, knowing about “[their] own responses, [their] needs, and [their] history better than anyone else does.”57 It is critical that this expertise is recognized and utilized in collaboration with the user.

On an organizational level, working collaboratively also means including people from relevant communities on advisory or governance boards and facilitating and enabling co-design work wherever possible.58

55 For example, in Australia, some survivors of abuse are reluctant to participate in the National Redress Scheme over fears about how their privacy will be maintained and who their private information will be shared with. See, for example, Frank Golding, “Joint Select Committee on Implementation of the National Redress Scheme” (Submission 9, March 30, 2020), 13–14, https://www.aph.gov.au/DocumentStore.ashx?id=dccdb2c-f74d-4129 -8fcd-64478ead11&subId=679854; Care Leavers Australasia Network, “Redress Is Not an Insurance Claim: CLAN’s Submission to the Joint Select Committee on Implementation of the National Redress Scheme” (Submission 17, October 30, 2020), 16–18, https://www.aph.gov.au/DocumentStore.aspx?id=5b0d610 -dd5d-4f6a-b3d6-035833b7c87&subId=680271.


58 In order to ethically engage with community groups, organizations should establish processes to ensure reciprocity; compensate those who participate (either by employing them or otherwise providing remuneration); and ensure that the people they collaborate with (e.g., when engaging with community organizations) are authorized to speak on behalf of their community. See, for example, National Health and Medical Research Council, Ethical Conduct in Research with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples and Communities: Guidelines for Researchers and Stakeholders (Canberra: Commonwealth of Australia, 2018), https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/about-us/resources/ethical-conduct-research-aboriginal-and-torres-strait-islander-peoples-and-communities; Rolan et al., “Voice, Agency, and Equity.”
Empowerment means acknowledging and validating people’s skills and strengths and utilizing these in collaboration with them. Again, this can be done on both individual and organizational scales. When the other trauma-informed principles are applied, people can feel empowered and affirmed, which leads to more positive interactions and more healing.

As Harris and Fallot note, a key aspect of moving toward trauma-informed practice is “adopting a universal assumption of inclusion”\textsuperscript{59} that is, providing the same level of trauma-informed service to all, regardless of whether or not the service provider is aware that a particular person has experienced trauma. This is important not only because anyone can experience trauma but also because people should not have to self-identify as members of a particular cohort in order to receive this level of service. We suggest that implementing trauma-informed practice is a way for organizations to improve their services for all who use them and also for their staff.

Trauma-informed practice requires that all participants in an interaction, not only the person who is positioned as user, are safe. Therefore, trauma-informed practice acknowledges both the potential for those assisting others to experience vicarious trauma and the need for appropriate boundaries between staff and users. Organizations that want to move toward implementing a trauma-informed model need to see vicarious trauma as an organizational issue that must be addressed like any other occupational health and safety issue.

It is also critical to note that utilizing these principles, even to their fullest extent, does not guarantee that trauma reactions will never occur. Instead, it creates a way of working that should minimize the possibility of causing harm and a framework for responding if someone is triggered. When we consider the known trauma contained within records and archives, it is clear that archives and other memory organizations can benefit from implementing trauma-informed practice.

\textsuperscript{59} Harris and Fallot, “Envisioning a Trauma-Informed Service System,” 10.
Trauma and Archives

Despite widespread knowledge that records and archives are key sites of trauma, explicit discussions about trauma, archives, and archivists have only occurred recently in the relevant literature, conference papers, presentations, and in-person discussion spaces.

While trauma and archives remains a new area of study, it may also be the case that publishing in academic literature is not well suited to reflections on archivists' personal experiences of trauma or on the difficult work involved in giving this voice. More informal styles of writing, including blogs and newsletters, have seen archivists share their experiences of trauma. Speakers have also created safe spaces at conferences for in-person sharing of reflections and experiences.

Presenters have shared that relationships, vulnerability, and support have all been key to introducing this topic into the archival profession. Methods such as panel sessions, round-table discussions, and joint presentations have all been used to address trauma experienced in archives. Topics have included emotional work and the emotional labour of archivists; the need for training, support, and resources to prepare archivists and to build capacity within the


profession to enact trauma-informed archival practice; and the need to reduce the risk of vicarious trauma.

This more formal dialogue has influenced the informal conversations that happen in these spaces, amplifying the effects of single presentations and creating a community for those who have listened and shared in response. The positive reactions from participants in these conversations have highlighted the need for more work across academia, in practice, and in archival education so that trauma and the impact it can have on archivists and users is recognized as a fundamental issue.62

These concepts are starting to move into academic research and literature. The first (and, to date, only) quantitative study to specifically address the trauma archivists face comes from Canada, where a survey on secondary trauma and archivists was conducted. The resulting article provided statistical evidence to conclude that “more open and inclusive dialogue on the emotional and potentially traumatizing aspects of archival work”63 is needed. Highlighting the universal nature of this issue, Laurent and Hart’s recent position paper calls for a global community of practice to support people in enacting trauma-informed archival practice.64

In 2019, Thorpe and Willis wrote a powerful article sharing their personal experiences as archivists who had previously worked with “archives of trauma.” They reflect on the ongoing impact of working with and providing access to records that were “deeply racist and often contained within them atrocities and crimes against humanity,”65 in contexts that provided limited support or thought for their well-being as staff. They also discuss the influence of these experiences on their later work to support Aboriginal self-determination in archives.


Professional associations have also created resources to support practitioners in addressing and responding to trauma experienced in their work. Anecdotal evidence strongly supports the need to develop practical tools that can be used immediately by archivists; archivists who have experienced trauma while working felt that they had nowhere to seek advice and support. This is compounded by the fact that almost none of these topics are explored within archival education; new graduates are unprepared for the emotional and traumatic aspects of archival work.\(^{66}\)

To assist practitioners, the Archives and Records Association UK and Ireland (ARA) has released emotional support guides for archivists dealing with emotionally troubling or challenging situations.\(^{67}\) The Australian Society of Archivists (ASA) has created an online course, A Trauma-Informed Approach to Managing Archives, which covers vicarious trauma, trauma-informed practice, trauma-informed archival practice, and strategies for implementing this practice into day-to-day work.\(^{68}\)

Users of archives may also be significantly affected by records, and this can be exacerbated for those who are the subjects of the records they are accessing or who identify as members of that community.\(^{69}\) Archives have been described both as repositories of hope and as places where people “are profoundly disap-
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pointed, even shocked and sometimes re-traumatised.” Russell has discussed how, “for many Aboriginal researchers, working in an archive and encountering what they regard as both racist and incorrect observations can be traumatising and distressing.” Archivists and users alike bring their lived experiences to archives and the records they see. No one can predict what records people will find traumatic, but everyone should recognize the affective nature and the potential trauma within any records.

Understandably, the work discussing archives and trauma has so far focused primarily on the trauma and emotions experienced by archivists in the course of undertaking their work. As the recent publications have noted, even acknowledging that archivists may experience trauma as a result of their work is new for many. This work is extremely important: archivists must be safe in order to do their work. However, we suggest that it is necessary to broaden the notion of trauma in archives to encompass not only the trauma experienced by those working in archives but also the trauma that may be experienced by users of archives, and to use trauma-informed practice to address these.

**Applying Trauma-Informed Practice to Archives**

Trauma-informed practice provides an opportunity for archives to create the space for liberatory memory work to be undertaken. It does not dictate how processes and practices should occur but provides a framework within which to rethink archival work for each and every interaction.

As Gould and Harris note, “there can be no blueprint for how people work with their pain and their trauma. Individuals, families, and communities find healing in their own way. The challenge is to create the spaces they need in order to find healing.” There is no single approach to healing, implementing trauma-informed practice, or collaborating with affected communities. A trauma-informed response must be unique to each organization and to the communities it works with, creating the needed spaces for the work to happen and healing to occur.

---
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The model of trauma-informed practice can provide guidance to archives or other memory institutions that wish to change the way they work. The principles can be applied across all areas of archives work, and trauma-informed practice can assist those who might not know where to start or who might feel too overwhelmed at the scale of change needed or have only minimal resources. While organizations should start with the fundamental principle of safety, trauma-informed practice can be applied in a staggered approach that overcomes these concerns.

All aspects of an archive’s work can be assessed using a trauma-informed lens, and this analysis can be used to make improvements. By utilizing existing assessment tools, identifying current processes that fall under the “trauma-informed” umbrella, and committing to working genuinely with affected communities and individuals, organizations can begin to implement change across a number of areas.

As noted earlier, not even fully implementing the principles of trauma-informed practice will mitigate the risk of trauma reactions from either users or staff. Instead, organizations should expect and plan for trauma reactions. They can respond in various ways, including by having quiet spaces where people can get away from the records; by enabling the archives user to have a support person with them while accessing records; and, for staff, by providing training and support around mental health, self-care, and vicarious trauma.

This section uses the principles of trauma-informed practice to consider how archives might change their existing practices and protocols to move toward becoming trauma-informed organizations. These suggestions are not exhaustive and may not work in all settings; rather, they are offered both to provide a starting point for critical examinations of different aspects of an archives’ work and to highlight the small changes that can make a move toward trauma-informed practice possible.

Safety

Providing a framework for archives to safely engage with all members of society can help make archives more accessible, empowering places. It is essential to remember that many people documented in archival records had no choice about being observed – or about those records becoming part of an archive.74 This relates to their lack of agency as a result of the policies that led them to be documented in the records in the first place.

Organizations must provide cultural safety training and implement culturally competent practices. Given that they hold records that document Indigenous or First Nations communities under the control and surveillance of governments, many archives chronicle years of intergenerational trauma. It is imperative that both staff and users are culturally safe.75 This means the organization must be aware of the cultural protocols associated with different records, ensure the correct access provisions are in place, and provide spaces for healing. Organizations must also ensure that Indigenous staff are not automatically and unquestioningly treated as conduits between the organization and Indigenous archives users (or as the “experts” on or representatives for all Indigenous matters) and that their emotional labour is recognized.

Here are some examples of how the principle of safety may be implemented in an archives setting:

- Consider first impressions when people arrive at the archives building: Make it clear where people have to go and what they have to do, and create a welcoming and friendly area. Present information in simple language (and in all relevant languages).

- If your organization is not accessible to all, have a process for using alternate venues that offer the same resources and support as if someone were in the archives.

---
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• Provide notices in catalogues, finding aids, and guides to inform people that the contents of particular records series or groups may be offensive or cause distress so that people are aware of cultural safety issues.\footnote{For example, in Australia, it is common practice to provide a warning if there are names or images of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who have passed away. Cultural protocols may also mean that material is available only to members of specific language groups, only to men, or only to women.}

• Do not withhold access (either completely or via in-document redaction) because records contain upsetting or offensive content. However, ask each person if they wish to receive a warning.


• Embed into your organization training that encompasses cultural safety and competency, diversity and inclusion, and vicarious trauma and support; and create safe spaces for people from marginalized communities to come together. Be proactive, not reactive, in creating a physically, culturally, and emotionally safe workplace for staff and users.

• Ensure that all staff undertake training and further reading to increase their knowledge and understanding of safety, including what that means for them and for others.

• Normalize discussions of, and support for, trauma, vicarious trauma, self-care, and mental health more broadly so staff feel safe bringing up issues and know they will be supported when doing so.
Trust and Transparency

In moving toward trauma-informed practice, it is also important for archives to acknowledge and respond to the fact that many people and communities see them as untrustworthy institutions, in some cases due to previous negative experiences. These experiences may have been related to records (for example, an institution may have denied that records existed or may have prevented them from having access) or to the functions that the organization performed or the records document (for example, responsibility for the removal of children from their families). It is the organization's responsibility now to prove that it is trustworthy, rather than to expect that these individuals or communities will overcome their distrust by themselves.

Building trust will take time; it is not something an organization should expect to happen immediately.

Archives must not require requestors to disclose or discuss their trauma or the trauma in the records as a prerequisite for acquiring materials or understanding a collection. People should not be made to feel unsafe or required to tell or repeat their stories in order to be treated with respect or to be provided with a trauma-informed service. Some people may want to share their experiences; if so, there need to be frameworks and protections in place for both the person sharing their story and the person hearing it. But others will not want to share, and, in line with the principles of trauma-informed practice, this choice should be affirmed.

Acting in a trustworthy manner means being open about the reasons for processes and about issues that archives may have historically not wished to discuss.

Here are some practical suggestions for implementing trust and transparency:

- Explain why archives building access and security processes are the way they are. Have this information readily available and provide it directly if needed.
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• If records have been lost or destroyed or there are gaps in the collection, be open about this. Where possible, explain why and how this happened, even if this means acknowledging poor recordkeeping practices of the past.

• Publish time frames that indicate when you will respond to records requests, and meet these. If you cannot meet these timelines, contact the requestor and explain why.

• Critically assess any records request forms. Do not make records access contingent on someone’s ability to complete all parts of the form or having multiple forms of identification.

• Acknowledge past wrongs, and be open about the work that is happening now to redress these (even if the work itself is happening behind the scenes).

• Acknowledge that staff are key to creating a trusted and transparent organization, and take measures to ensure they are supported in this work.

• Be open about digitization and digitized records, including by providing information about what is not available online and why.

• Likewise, provide explanations of archival standards and processes and how and why your organization follows these.

• If acquiring new material, work collaboratively with the people who hold the records to determine what rights they have to the material, what the protocols are for access and description, and how these issues are to be discussed in the future. This should all be documented
in an agreement that acknowledges that the arrangements may change over time.

Choice

Archives traditionally have been process-driven organizations, particularly regarding records access, and they can be intimidating for people who are not familiar with using them or with the jargon and “performances” required. Part of making memory institutions more trauma-informed, less-intimidating organizations is to give people more choice in their interactions.

In some cases, a process must be done in a certain way, and it will not be possible to give someone a choice. In that case, it is important to explain why. As discussed earlier, free, informed consent is also paramount; it helps to codify the choices someone has made as well as to solidify trust.

Here are some suggestions for enacting the principle of choice:

• Provide a place where people can go to step away from the records. Ensure that there are places people can access records in private.

• Engage or employ community representatives, giving them choices about how to describe and display the records relevant to them and their lived experience, including what information will be provided to the general public and what information is suitable only for members of that community.

• Ask a requestor where and how they would like to receive their records and the information around them. This may include discussing how content warnings will be communicated; providing records in a particular format; and identifying what contextual information they want, where the records will be accessed, and who they want with them when they access the records.

• Provide communities and individuals with choices about how they want to work or engage with your organization. If something is not working in the relationship, do not pressure them to continue if they do not want to.

• Where possible, give staff choices about how and when they work on potentially traumatic collections, noting that what is traumatic for one person may not be for someone else, and adjust work practices accordingly.

Collaboration
Collaboration is key both in undertaking trauma-informed work and in centring people, communities, and relationships in archives work. For many archival organizations and archivists, this may require significant cultural changes, including changes to attitudes, processes, and ideas about ownership. These may be difficult shifts for archives staff, given how much the ideas of “professionalism” are entangled with ideas of “expertise,” but they can lead to the building of relationships and, over time, trust.

The principle of collaboration also means memory institutions and their staff acknowledging the inherent and unquestioned power that they have over the people hoping to access the records; and deliberately giving up some of that power as part of the collaborative process.

Here are some steps that could be taken to move toward collaborative work:

• Collaborate with community representatives to identify the best materials to provide in the archives foyer, reading room, and online site, to ensure that people feel welcome and safe when visiting.

• Work with relevant communities to develop records descriptions – both to enhance existing records descriptions and to create new, culturally appropriate descriptions.

• Work with relevant communities to develop culturally appropriate access protocols and to ensure that these are documented, understood, and applied.

• Ensure that people from the communities documented in records in your collections are part of governance or advisory boards.

• Ensure that, where possible, staff are able to work together on potentially traumatic materials so that the risk of trauma for each individual is reduced.

• If acquiring new materials, consider the power differential between the community or individuals who have the records and the organization that wishes to acquire them.

**Empowerment**

In becoming trauma-informed organizations, archives must work to empower people so that they are confident and supported in their engagements with the archives, treat them with dignity and respect, and take their actions and wishes seriously.

Here are some examples of actions leading to empowerment:

• Acknowledge people’s rights to access the records you hold. Start from a position of wanting to work with them to provide as much information as you can rather than from a position of denying or limiting access.
• Display any relevant apologies your organization has made for past practices and any statements your organization has made in support of creating a safe, inclusive, and representative archive.

• In summarizing or providing information about the records, use phrases such as “the records state” or “the records suggest,” rather than presenting the information in the records as irrefutable fact.

• Work to undertake physical or digital repatriation of relevant records back to communities, to be managed by them.

• Acknowledge people’s rights to do with the records as they wish, even if you do not agree with these actions. This might mean that some records are destroyed and others are repatriated, or that access to some records is limited and other records are shared on social media.

• Empower staff to share their voices and feel safe in bringing their lived experiences, positionalities, and perspectives to all of their work.

• If acquiring new material, critically consider whether your organization is the best place to hold the materials or if you are collecting materials for the sake of collecting and continuing to perpetuate dominant power structures.

While there are a number of actions organizations can take to become more trauma informed, considering structural issues is also important. It is imperative that the profession is diversified and that people from a variety of backgrounds and experiences are employed. However, people must be properly and fully supported by their organizations, which must work to ensure individuals are not viewed as token representatives of their communities. Staff members must
also not be put in situations where they need to undertake emotional labour by informally educating other staff members about their communities. The archival profession has been unsafe for a number of people and communities, and it is important that organizations acknowledge this and actively work to overcome it. Archives and memory institutions must move forward inclusively and with greater awareness of the needs of their users and staff.

**Staff and Trauma**

A fundamental step for achieving change is recognizing that archivists may be traumatized through working on or providing access to records. Archivists may also need to respond to people who are encountering trauma while looking at records, and they may experience trauma themselves as a result.

Acknowledging the effect of trauma on staff is key to archives implementing trauma-informed practice. Staff are always at risk of having their work affected by direct trauma as everyone brings their lived experiences to their roles. All staff are also at risk of vicarious trauma. However, staff from marginalized communities, particularly those documented in the records, are at a higher risk of being retraumatized.

Staff must be supported and given time away from the materials, and they must receive confirmation that the issues they are facing are real and respected. Organizations should also ensure that staff are given time to engage in healing practices, including therapy if it is needed, and to undertake self-care activities. This support in turn makes organizations appear more trustworthy to staff, leading to a culture of greater safety and support for all – something that is needed particularly in settings like archives, which may offer fewer opportunities for resolving trauma than other areas where vicarious trauma may be experienced.

People working in counselling or therapy roles may find their own traumas reduced as they see their clients move past traumas or come to points of acceptance or resolution. Others may find resilience through observing others’ resilience and growth. However, when trauma is tied to records, which generally
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are not changed or altered, and when people’s outcomes are not known (for example, if someone experiences a trauma reaction while accessing records and does not return to the archives), it may be harder to process and resolve these feelings and issues.\textsuperscript{83}

Sometimes, archivists and users may experience trauma because there are no records, either because of past neglect or previous disposal practices. Archives staff have also discussed feeling that they may not “deserve” to feel trauma, given the traumas that archives users have experienced.\textsuperscript{84} Identifying and acknowledging vicarious trauma experienced by staff in no way takes away from the trauma experienced by users. Preparing for trauma in staff is a critical component in establishing trauma-informed practice in archives.

Enacting trauma-informed archival practice will take time, patience, and understanding. We need to create space and time for relationships to develop, for training to be implemented, and for policies and practices to be reviewed and changed. For many organizations, a cultural shift must occur.

**Conclusion**

The surfacing of multiple traumas on a global scale, as has been seen in 2020 and 2021, has confirmed the necessity of introducing trauma-informed practice to archives. We urge all archives and memory organizations to consider this framework and implement its practice. Additionally, issues of trauma, trauma-informed practice, and mental health more broadly must be normalized. What this normalization looks like may differ in different organizations and contexts, but it will lead to greater understanding and support.

The elements of trauma-informed practice make it a useful model for archives and other memory organizations. While ideas of trauma and emotion in archives are beginning to be discussed in the literature, we are also very aware of the need for practical ways to utilize trauma-informed practice within memory institutions to help support users, staff, and the organizations themselves.

It is imperative that memory organizations consciously and deliberately engage in liberatory memory work to empower the communities who are represented in
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archives’ collections, create opportunities to heal from past wrongs, and engage in social justice work. This can only be done through acknowledging and addressing the trauma present in archives – in the records and collections but also in the actions and processes of memory organizations.

A key aspect of trauma-informed archival practice is for archivists and other memory workers to acknowledge the power they hold (both individually and through the organizations they represent) and to be prepared to give up this power in order to truly collaborate with the individuals and communities who are documented in the records. This means a fundamental change in ideas of ownership, custodianship, access, and use of archives.

It is also clear that more work must be done within archival education to ensure that archives students are aware of trauma, liberatory memory work, and people-centred archives, more broadly. Expanding archival education to include discussions of trauma, past wrongs done by memory organizations, reparative work being done today, and what is needed for the future will also ensure that students are aware of the importance and necessity of undertaking liberatory memory work and working toward healing and justice. Understanding these concepts and issues should be as central to archival work as knowing how to process collections or undertaking arrangement and description.

Advocacy, a critical component in publicizing and normalizing these issues, can be done at all levels. Existing literature, resources, and training materials can assist with advocacy, and we hope that, in time, many more resources and publications will be available. Having more content about trauma-informed archival practice will also help people have difficult conversations about trauma and consider how practices can be changed. While it is important for individuals to feel empowered to advocate about these issues within their workplaces, there is also a critical role for professional associations and significant archival organizations to play in advocating and educating about trauma.

Trauma-informed practice can help us enact change by providing a framework that centres people and communities, creates inclusive archives, and supports archivists to improve archives for all.
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